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ABOUT US

Pioneer Works is a cultural center dedicated to experimentation, education, and production across disciplines. Through a broad range of
educational programs, performances, residencies, and exhibitions,
Pioneer Works transcends disciplinary boundaries to foster a community where alternative modes of thought are activated and supported.
We strive to make culture accessible to all.

85% of our funds are spent on free and
affordable programs, across each disciplinary
department and our community engagement
team. This wide scope of accessible offerings
attracts over 150,000 individuals per year
to our building. In order to sustain our
programming through this process, we are
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working with our generous donor community
to raise the operating funds required to
continue to provide our high level of affordable
and thought-provoking programming for the
community of Red Hook, New York City, and
our audience members from around the world.
Pioneer Works is a non-profit 501(c)(3).
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SCHOOL PROGRAMS OVERVIEW

Our K-12 School Programs follow the interdisciplinary arts practices
of Pioneer Works. We provide music, technology, literature, science,
and visual arts-based workshops that reflect the mediums of our
artists-in-residence.
Each workshop will include a virtual studio tour, arts based
workshop activity, and Q&A with one of our 2020 Fall Artist-inResidence. We strive to create a unique and engaging experience for
students,following the Blueprints for Teaching and Learning in the Arts.
The content and workshop activities are tailored to Grades 5 — 12.
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MEET THE RESIDENT PROGRAM

Initiated in 2012, our Visual Arts, Technology, Music, and Narrative
Arts Residency programs provide free space and access to a variety of
resources — 3D printers, a laser cutter, a sound booth, a kiln, a Risograph,
large format printers and scanners, virtual reality headsets, and
more — with the belief that by working together under one roof in close
proximity, each program’s energies and ideas can be shared.

Artists

Our residents are selected through an open call application process each
September. At that time, a jury of critics, curators, Alumni Residents, and
Pioneer Works staff convene to select a group of diverse residents who
work outside existing models and “norms” of their field, and fit well with
our unique facilities and culture.

Umber Majeed

Jude Griebel
Visual Arts

Ilana Harris-Babou
Visual Arts

Multidisciplinary Arts

Christie Neptune
Interdisciplinary Arts

We encourage all of our residents to work beyond the studio and integrate
their practice within various Pioneer Works programs and platforms
like our monthly Second Sundays event, when we open our doors to the
general public for activations, open studios, and performances.
Upon completing their residency, residents join our extensive Alumni
Resident network. Pioneer Works Alumni Residents enjoy benefits like
networking and social events, the opportunity to propose classes at
Pioneer Works, and potential consideration for Pioneer Works’ or partner
organizations’ exhibitions, art fairs, residencies, and projects.
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES & QUESTIONS
PRE-WORKSHOP
ACTIVITY #1:
VISUAL ARTS

What comes to mind when you think of the word “anthropomorphic”?
Search for images of the word “anthropomorphic landscapes”. Write down
two or three words to describe what you see. What connections can you
make to the images?

YOU WILL NEED

Step 1: Take a walk in your neighborhood.

•
•
•
•

Colored Pencil
Blank Paper
Computer
Camera/Phone

Step 2: When you are taking a walk in your neighborhood, notice a space
that speaks to you in some way (ie: a spot you enjoy passing everyday,
somewhere you like to sit, somewhere with trees). Ask yourself why you
feel connected to this place?
Step 3: Take a long look at this place. Photograph its features with your
phone or remember details to draw it by hand.
Step 4: Use a computer or device to search for The Seated Figure of
Summer from 1573 by artist Giuseppe Arcimboldo.
Consider the following questions:
•

What does it mean to give non-humans, objects and landscapes human
characteristics and attributes and why has it been used as a tool in art
and storytelling?

•

What are some examples and how can it help us become more
thoughtful in regards to our surroundings and the treatment
of the environment?

Closing: Keep your photo or drawing. Write down your answers before
your virtual workshop. The class will revisit this information during your
workshop with visual artist Jude Griebel.
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES & QUESTIONS
PRE-WORKSHOP
ACTIVITY #2:
VISUAL ARTS

The objects and tools we keep around us shape our identities and
expectations. Our toothbrushes, keyboards, door handles, form the
fabric of our lives. Tools are invented in response to our needs and the
shape of our bodies. In turn, the tools we use shape the way we move
through the world. For example: a perfectly fitting pair of sneakers might
improve a basketball player’s game. When cities install benches that
are uncomfortable to lay down on, they send an unfriendly message to
people that might need somewhere to rest.
Societies build certain tools in response to concerns or needs around
them. But certain objects also generate new concerns. When we have
cars, we expect to get places faster. Consider: How would a 3-foot
spatula change the way you think about flipping a pancake? How does
having an eraser change the way you think about making a drawing?

YOU WILL NEED
•
•

Pencil
Paper

Step 1: Choose two tools in your home that you use regularly. These
should be objects that don’t usually go together.
Step 2: Using a pencil and paper, draw each of their selected objects.
Step 3: On a second sheet of paper, invent a new tool that combines
the two.
Step 4: Consider the following questions:
•

What do you like most about these objects?

•

What do you think could be improved about them?

•

What could the new tool you invented be used for?

Closing: During the virtual workshop, you’ll design a tool that can
solve a problem in society or everyday life using modeling clay.
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES & QUESTIONS
PRE-WORKSHOP
ACTIVITY #3:
MULTIDISCIPLINARY
ARTS

Public Monuments are products of collective imagination — to honor a
person, a group of people, or a historical event. Whether it is the Statue of
Liberty or the Sphinx, monuments were erected with specific intentions
and designed to convey a clear message to all who see them. What
happens when we design these moments in history for concerns we have
in the present? Are monuments really fixed in time?

YOU WILL NEED

Step 1: Think of one example of a monument in history and write one to
two sentences. Why is it interesting for you?

•
•
•
•
•
•

Print out/cut-out
of a monument
Magazine or Newspaper
Pencil
Scissors
Glue/Tape
Blank Paper

Step 2: Then write one or two sentences on if you could change any
element of the monument what would it be and why? For example,
would you place it in your backyard or only display it partially?
Step 3: Find an image of the monument online and print out 2 copies.
If you don’t have a printer, cut out two monuments from a magazine
or newspaper. It can be the same image of the monument or multiple
versions (angles) of the same monument.
Closing: We’ll be exploring the work of multidisciplinary artist Umber
Majeed. She will share the effects of historical monuments placed
in unusual contexts as a morphing of time-scapes from her artistic
research in Pakistan. Before visiting, participants should reflect on the
importance of context in meaning-making for monuments.
Solve a problem in society or everyday life using modeling clay.
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES & QUESTIONS
PRE-WORKSHOP
ACTIVITY #4:
INTERDISCIPLINARY
ARTS

What is a work of art? The term “readymade” was coined by Marcel
Duchamp to describe the works of art he created. Duchamp called this
type of art his “readymades’’ because he used varied everyday objects
that were already made to create new works of art. Marcel Duchamp
was a French-American painter and sculptor, whose work is associated
with Cubism, Dada, and conceptual art. In this activity students will
develop a list of criteria for what art is and apply those standards to
Duchamp’s Bicycle Wheel.

YOU WILL NEED

Step 1: Develop a list of criterias for what art is. Consider the
following questions: Who is art for? Where should artwork
be viewed? Does a work of art need to have a message or idea
that the artist is trying to communicate?

•
•
•
•

Pencil
Paper
Computer
Camera/Phone

Step 2: Look at the image to the left. Write down what you observe
and consider the following questions:
•

What do you see?

•

Why do you think the artist included these elements?

•

What can the image tell you about the artist? Is he/she
a photographer, painter, sculptor, etc.? What title would
you give this artwork and why?

Step 3: Using a computer or similar device, search for:
Marcel Duchamp, Bicycle Wheel, New York, 1951.
•

When you learned the title of the artwork, how did you
associate the words with what you see in front of you?

•

Did the title seem to fit with the artwork or were you surprised?

Step 4: Reflect on your “What is a Work of Art” List. Discuss if
Duchmap’s Bicycle Wheel meets your list of Criterias?
Closing: You will explore the “The Colorline” by resident artist
Christie Neptune. Neptune is an interdisciplinary artist who works
with readymades and assemblage. Gather at least 3 found objects
before your workshop from your environment that they could
transform into a readymade object.
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POLICIES AND GUIDELINES

Below is information that will help you best prepare for your virtual
learning workshop. If you have additional questions after reading
through this page, please feel free to email tiffanie@pioneerworks.org

GROUP SIZE + CHAPERONES

LOGGING ON

TARDINESS

Virtual School Programs must be
accompanied by adult chaperones
during your visit. To optimize
student experience we ask that
one chaperone for every 10
students. Please note that we
cannot accommodate classes
over 15 students.

All virtual programs will be hosted
via Zoom. Please be sure to log-on
at least 5 minutes prior to the start
of your scheduled workshop. If you
are running late, please be sure to
contact program staff.

If you are experiencing technical
difficulties, we ask that you
please contact us with updates
regarding any tech issues as soon
as possible. Keep in mind that
we may not be able to stall or
extend your workshop beyond the
scheduled time.
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CANCELLATIONS
& RESCHEDULING
If you need to cancel a virtual
workshop, please email program
staff. We reserve the right
to cancel workshops due to
unforeseen circumstances. In
this case, we will do our best
to reschedule your workshop,
although we cannot guarantee it.
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RESIDENT BIOS
JUDE
GRIEBEL

Jude Griebel’s work explores human impact
on the world, by merging anatomies and
landscapes into single sculptural forms. These
detailed works provide new and fantastic
understandings of eco-anxiety and speculate
on possibilities beyond planetary collapse. The
sculptures visualize rampant cycles of human
consumption and the resulting detriment to
both the human self and surrounding world. The
mechanics of consumerism is a driving theme
behind his work, with a specific focus on the
factory food system and its implications for land

depletion and climate shift. These patterns are
played out on the surfaces of sculptures that
express the physical and psychological fallout.

Ilana Harris- Babou’s work is interdisciplinary;
spanning sculpture and installation, and
grounded in video. She speaks the aspirational
language of consumer culture and uses humor
as a means to digest painful realities. Her work
confronts the contradictions of the American
Dream: the ever unreliable notion that hard
work will lead to upward mobility and economic
freedom. She has exhibited throughout the
US and Europe, with solo exhibitions at The
Museum of Arts & Design, Larrie, 80WSE, and

HESSE FLATOW in New York. Other venues
include Abrons Art Center, the Jewish Museum,
SculptureCenter, the Studio Museum in Harlem,
the De Young Museum, and the Whitney
Museum of American Art.

UMBER
MAJEED

Umber Majeed is a multidisciplinary visual artist.
Her work engages with familial archives to
explore specifics of Pakistani state, urban, and
digital infrastructure through a feminist lens.
Majeed has shown in venues across Pakistan,
North America, and Europe. Recent group
exhibitions include; ‘Promises to Keep’, apexart,
New York (2017), ‘Witness- Karachi Biennale’,
Pakistan (2017), ‘Volumes- Queens International
2018’, Queens Museum, New York (2018), and

‘Our Loves Are Not Only Human’, Akademie
Schloss Solitude, Germany (2020). She
participated in Ashkal Alwan’s Home Workspace
Program 2016-17 in Beirut, and is the recipient
of fellowships including Refiguring Feminist
Futures – Web Residency, Akademie Schloss
Solitude & ZKM, Germany (2018); and The Digital
Earth, Hivos, the Netherlands (2018-19). Majeed
lives and works in New York, USA and Lahore,
Pakistan.

CHRISTIE
NEPTUNE

Christie Neptune is an interdisciplinary artist
working across video, photography, sculpture,
and performance arts. Neptune investigates
how constructs of race, gender, and class
limit the personal experiences of historically
marginalized bodies of color. Her work utilizes
simple geometric forms, industrial materials,
spatial relations, and expressionistic elements
of color to illuminate the personal and emotional
aftermath of a society that disregards and
delegitimize those that endure the brunt of
historically upheld supremacy.

Neptune has a B.A. in Visual Arts from Fordham
University. Her films and photography have been
included in shows at BASS Museum, Miami,
FL (2019); The University of Massachusetts
Boston (2018); Rubber Factory, New York, NY
(2017); A.I.R. Gallery, Brooklyn NY (2016); and
Rutgers University (2015). Her work has been
featured in publications including Artforum,
NY Times, Hyperallergic, and The Washington
Post. Neptune has been awarded the Bronx
Museum of the Arts: Artist in Marketplace (AIM),
Smack Mellon Studio Residency, NYSCA/NYFA
Fellowship in Interdisciplinary Arts, and Light
Work Artist-in-Residence among others.

ILANA
HARRIS-BABOU
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Griebel (born Canada) is a New York-based
figurative sculptor, who has completed
numerous residencies including ISCP NYC,
The Studios of MASS MoCA, North Adams
and HALLE 14, Leipzig. His major sculptural
commission Tired Water was installed earlier
this year in the Telus Spark, Calgary.

She has been reviewed in the New Yorker,
Artforum, and Art in America, among others.
She holds an MFA in Visual Art from Columbia
University, and a BA in Art from Yale University.
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CONTACT
Tiffanie Harris
Director of Community and School Programs
tiffanie@pioneerworks.org

159 Pioneer St
Brooklyn, NY 11231
(718) 596-3001
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Open Hours
Wed — Sun, 12 — 6 pm
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